1. There is no truth.
"Is that ________?" or "How can it be _______ that there is no ________?"
2. You can't know truth.
"Then how do you _______ that?"
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3. No one has the truth.
"Then how do you _______ that is _______?"
4. All truth is relative.
"Is that a _______ truth?"

5. It's true for you but not for me.
"Is that just true for you, or is it true for ____________?"
6. There are no absolutes.
"Are you ___________ sure about that?"

7. No one can know any truth about religion.
"Then how did you come to know that _______ about religion?"
8. You can't know anything for sure.
"Then how do you know that for _____?"
9. You should doubt everything.
"Should I _______ that?"

10. Only science can give us truth.
"What _______ experiment taught you that?" or "What is your _______ evidence that only _______ can give us truth?"
11. You can only know truth through experience.
"What _______ taught you that?"

12. All truth depends on your perspective.
"Does that _______ depend on your ___________?"

13. You shouldn't judge.
"If it is wrong to _______, then why are you _________?"

14. You shouldn't force your morality on people.
"Then please don't _______ your moral view that it is wrong to _______ morality."
15. You should live and let live.
"If that's your philosophy, why are you telling me how to _____?"
16. God doesn't take sides.
"Does God take that ______?"

17. You shouldn't try to convert people.
"If it is wrong to _______, why are you trying to _______ me?"
18. That's just your view.
"Well that's just your ______ that this is just my ______."
19. You should be tolerant of all views.
"Then why don't you _________ my _____?"
20. It is arrogant to claim to have the truth.
"My that is awfully ___________ of you!"

